Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors,

We are going to continue without cessation in doing our warfare for the future of Satanists, Satan and the Gods, and throwing in the trash can the agenda of the enemy.

If one pays close attention in reading and following the news, the enemy is very devastated. Any form of power resides on the belief and loyalty of the people it consists of. The belief of the people in them is at the all time low, lower than it has even been before, and therefore, so is their power.

As time passes, the situation for the enemy becomes worse, and their moves become more chaotic, and desperate. This unfortunately comes at a price that humanity has to collectively pay - for example, the recent lockdowns. Even in the worst times of history, or even war bombings, lockdowns of such an extent were never a reality.

At the same time, all their recent operations have been crowned as disasters. Politicians worldwide are now nodding that we "Experienced a recession akin to that of 1929", and the enemy knows they crashed economies, promoted extreme deception, and in general, did all the power abuse they could against humanity. Lip service and lies are now done to hide the devastated economy and what this will entail for people, which, especially in small countries, underwent severe financial damage and suffering.

Most of this has not manifested in the actual economy, and if we are to believe the "printer go brrrr" numbers that we are given in regards to it, we would be believing lies. But we are used to this now, as one only needs to see how many of the enemy and even jews, kept promoting the "End of the World" craze in regards to the so called "Coronavirus".

It is also rather obvious to watch, that when the jews felt endangered by the so called "Coronavirus", they instantly did lockdowns, put in the printers to bail themselves out, and were so oh willing to lockdown the goyim like animals in their little cages or houses, just to make sure the chosen people and their possessions remain intact. Were this some plague that was hitting Gentiles, the jews would be like "Goyim please, we do business as USUAL!".

We will do, as we have done during the whole pandemic thing, the necessary spiritual work so our own are supported and they can pull through this, and even do better as time goes.
At the same time, because the enemy is performing bad, and is therefore getting more evil and more reckless, such events that cause discomfort to humanity are bound to continue, and this is all in correlation with their collapse in the mind and conscience of people, whom pretty soon, will no longer listen to them at all.

The enemy so far, and under no circumstance, plans to stop their agenda, so everything will continue with the suffering involved. The same thing happened last century, around the same year, when the enemy purposefully collapsed the economy of the world back then, hoping they would do a final gamble to entirely finish off any remnants of free Gentiles that could rival them. What happened however is that the immune system of humanity almost entirely blotted them out.

This happened with hardly any knowledge of the populace about them - it was only after specific people came in power that they started educating people about the enemy. Now we have the reverse - knowledge about the enemy is at the all time high, so leaders and others will naturally and easily [when the enemy's power does give in] come in place rather effortlessly.

Expecting them to do one step back and two steps forward does not solve any problem. The healing that happens with the rituals has to go deeper, uprooting all the spiritual jewtrix of the enemy entirely. The enemy will obviously also fake, as per usual, to try to do "good", especially after the fear and the knowledge that the masses are starting to hate them with passion. Every so often, they do one step back, in order to go two steps forward, especially so when rage is mounting.

An example of this is how they have folded on enforced vaccination, even-though they were adamant of this at first. The same goes for the prep talk and trying to avoid a "Necessary second lockdown". They are afraid of the rage of the populace which will deface them from the earth.

The other issue is however, if they become too allowing, they will never be able to manifest the agenda that the enemy aliens are enforcing on them, and therefore, they will fail at their mission, and be too late to stop a forward advancing humanity. So despite of everything, the enemy *is* definitely going to act.

But we will also act as we always do, and successfully. The schedule below is to deal to the enemy an extremely powerful blow. The dates which are marked as "Full On", the RTR needs to be done very strongly. After the dates are concluded, there will be rest. But there will have to follow future schedules sometime later.

**Below is the Schedule:**

This schedule builds on the schedules created before it, and will continue in the same fashion.

**The Final RTR always has TOP priority.** As we did before, when the timer shows
zero, we do RTR, and when the timer shows 1:00:00 we do the other rituals, to effectively time them.

14. Final RTR, JoS Protection Ritual
15. Final RTR, JoS Protection Ritual
16. Final RTR, JoS Protection Ritual
17. Final RTR, Race Awakening Ritual
18. Final RTR, Race Awakening Ritual
19. Final RTR, Race Awakening Ritual
20. Final RTR, Race Awakening Ritual
21. **Final RTR [Full On].**
22. Final RTR, Wealth and Prosperity for Satanists Ritual
23. Final RTR, Wealth and Prosperity for Satanists Ritual
25. Final RTR, Wealth and Prosperity for Satanists Ritual
27. Final RTR, Race Awakening Ritual
28. Final RTR, Race Awakening Ritual
29. Final RTR, Race Awakening Ritual
30. Final RTR, Race Awakening Ritual
1. Final RTR [Full On], JoS Protection Ritual
2. **Final RTR [Full On], JoS Protection Ritual**
3. **Final RTR [Full On], JoS Protection Ritual**

**Below are the links to the Rituals:**

**Ritual Time Coordinator:**


**Final RTR:**

https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/RTR_English.html

**Race Awakening Ritual [Blacks And Whites]:**

White Race Ritual: https://www.satanisgod.org/RaceRitual.html


**Ritual of Protection, Wealth and Prosperity**

https://www.satanisgod.org/ProsperityRitual.html

**JoS Protection Ritual**[/size]

https://www.satanisgod.org/JOS_Protection.html
Ritual to Incite White Awareness and Action

Either write or carve the following Runes: Óðal Sól Óss

As such the steps are simple:
1. Recite the prayer either aloud or in your mind.
2. Vibrate the Runes given.
3. Make the Affirmation for the number given.
4. Close the Ritual with a big SALUT SATAN!

Instructions

*If someone cannot carve or write the Runes, or consecrate with blood, just very lightly vibrate these and it should be perfectly fine! The Runes can be carved into wood, or written on paper. If you carve the Runes, vibrate each Rune while you are carving it. To increase the power of the Runes, when performing this ritual for the first time, you can stain them with your blood. Given the dire situation of our race, this ritual needs all the power we can give it. If staining in blood, this should only be done once. You should be continuously vibrating the name of the Rune when staining it. There are different ways of vibrating the Runes. Feel free to use whatever suits you.

The Prayer:

"In The Name of Satan, we call forth the Powers of Hell, the Original, and True Gods of the White Race to come forth and manifest themselves. Satan, True God, Almighty and Ineffable, Who hast Fathered the White Aryan Race that reflects in Thine own Image and Likeness, we ask you to bestow your powers upon us. Awaken all of our White Aryan People to the Jewish menace that works to destroy us. Incite our White Aryan People into action. Instill our White Aryan Ancestral Pride. Awaken our White Aryan Brothers and Sisters to the Menace of Christianity, Islam, and related Jewish programs so that they all may be completely and thoroughly destroyed forever. Bestow the Power of Your Protection to our White Race and White Children worldwide. Praise, Honor and Glory be given to You, Our True Father and to Our Original Gods!! We are Your Direct Descendants and Children!"

The Runic Vibrations:

We will vibrate the following Runes:

Now, vibrate Óðal, Sól, Óss, 88 times, while focusing on your Runes.

You vibrate these together, not separately.

Óðal, Sól, Óss is one round, then Óðal, Sól, Óss [000-TH-AAAL, SSSS-00000-LLLL, 0000-SSSS]...

*This is to be done in succession for 88 times total - one does all the runes and then proceeds to the affirmation.

The Affirmation:

When one is done with the total of the vibrations, they can focus intensely on the energy, and then say the following affirmation: The following is to be affirmed 1, 3 or 10 times. [SATANAS - Affirmation - SATANAS is one time. This has to be repeated 1, 3 or 10 times.]
You vibrate these together, not separately.

Öóðí, Sol, Óss is one round, then Öóðí, Sol, Óss [O000-Th-AAAA, SSSS-00000-LLL, 0000-SSSS]...

*This is to be done in succession for 88 times total - one does all the runes and then proceeds to the affirmation.

The Affirmation:

When one is done with the total of the vibrations, they can focus intensely on the energy, and then say the following affirmation: The following is to be affirmed 1, 3 or 10 times. [SATANAS - Affirmation - SATANAS is one time. This has to be repeated 1, 3 or 10 times.]

SATANAS - AFFIRMATION - SATANAS IS ONE ROUND Affirm with INTENTION:

Vibrate SATANAS
*All White People are now racially aware
All White People are critically aware of the Jewish problem
All White People are taking action to secure the existence of our White Race
All White People are working towards a secure future for our White Children"

Vibrate SATANAS

Vibrate AUM

After this the Ritual is to be closed with a big HAIL SATAN!
Ritual to Incite Black Awareness and Action

Focus on the above image of the Udjat (pronounced UUDYAHHT).
This is the all-seeing eye of Horus. This eye is symbolic of seeing and knowing the truth.

THE RITUAL

Raise your energies. [See link below], and recite the following prayer:

In The Name of Satan, we call forth the Powers of Hell, our Original Egyptian Gods, the True Gods of the Black Race to come forth and manifest themselves. Satan, True God, Almighty and Ineffable, we ask you to bestow your powers upon us.
Awaken all of our Black People to the Jewish menace that works to enslave and to destroy us. Incite our Black People into action against them. Instill our Black African Ancestral Pride. Awaken our Black Brothers and Sisters to the Menace of Christianity, Islam, and related Jewish programs so that they all may be completely and thoroughly destroyed forever. Open the Eyes of all Black People worldwide so they can recognize and identify and know the truth about the Jewish menace that works to enslave the entire world.
Praise, Honor and Glory be given to You, Our True Father and to Our Original Egyptian Gods!!

The above prayer can be either recited out loud or in your mind.

Now, vibrate
YEEMUHN RAH one time

Then, vibrate UDJAT, MA, REKH, 99 times, while focusing on the above image of the All-Seeing and Knowing Eye. You vibrate these together, not separately.
UDJAT, MA, REKH is one round, then UDJAT, MA, REKH is the second round...

After vibrating the above 99 times, vibrate YEEMUHN RAH once again.
When you are finished, recite the following with intent 18 times:
Vibrate YEEMUHN RAH once again

- All Black People are fully aware of the Jewish menace worldwide.
- All Black People are actively and aggressively rejecting all Jewish programs.
- All Black People are fully aware that both Christianity and Islam are false programs created to enslave everyone both spiritually and materially.
- All Black People are leaving Christianity and Islam and are returning to the Original Gods of Ancient Egypt.

Vibrate YEEMUHN RAH once again
Vibrate SATANAS

Then close the ritual by stating:
HAIL SATAN!!

- YEEMUHN RAH is the Ancient Egyptian “AUM”
- Udjat is pronounced UUD-YAHT
- Rekh is Ancient Egyptian and the meaning is “to know.” REKH is guttural. The KH sound is vibrated in the back of the throat. Like hacking up to spit, but lightly. Roll your R.
- MA is Ancient Egyptian and the meaning is “to see.” MA is pronounced as MAH

For those of you who are experienced, you can raise your energies doing whatever works for you.
JoS Protection Ritual

One can either begin this Ritual with the formal Standard Ritual, or just instantly recite the following prayer and proceed with the Runic Vibration and then the affirmation.  This ritual is extremely simple. The power of it will be cumulative and it will manifest over time, as we will repeat it on power dates.

As such the steps are simple:
1. Vibrate the Runes Given.
2. Direct the energy through Affirmation.
3. Close the Ritual with a big HAIL SATAN.

The Ritual:

Runic Vibrations: - The runes are to be vibrated one after in this order.

Algiz x18 Sowilo x18 - Tyr x18 [or multiplies of 18, such as 36, 72, etc etc times, however many you desire/are able to]

x18 each Rune:

"AAAAA-LLLLL-GGGGG-III-ZZZZ" x18

The Runic Vibrations:

We will vibrate the following Runes:

[The amount of vibrations can be either 18, 10 or 40 all are equally effective, one can increase the numbers, but cannot fall to less than 10. The vibrations can be shorter and don’t need to be perfect, they just to be vibrated and intoned powerfully. After 40 times you can do it 60 vibrations, 80 vibrations, or 100 vibrations if one wants this]:

"AAAAA-LLLLL-GGGGG-III-ZZZZ" x18
"SSSSSSSS-OOOOOOVVVVV-EE-LLLLL-OOOOO"x18
"TTTTTT-RRRRP"x18

The Affirmation (To be done 1, 3 or 10 times (your choice) - SATANAS -> AFFIRMATION -> AUM is One Round):

Vibrate SATANAS

"The Joy of Satan Ministries are always protected and completely safe, in every and all ways from any and all forms of harm and negativity.

All those who curse the Joy of Satan are cursed, and all those who bless the Joy of Satan are blessed."

Vibrate AUM

After this the Ritual is to be closed with a big HAIL SATAN
Wealth And Prosperity Ritual

One can either begin this Ritual with the formal Standard Ritual, or just instantly recite the following prayer and proceed with the Runic Vibration and then the affirmation.

This ritual is extremely simple. The power of it will be cumulative and it will manifest over time, as we will repeat it on power dates.

As such the steps are simple:
1. Recite the prayer either aloud or in your mind.
2. Vibrate the runes given.
3. Call your Guardian Demon or Satan by mentally asking them to come to you.
4. Say the Ritual Affirmation 10 times with powerful intention.
5. Close the Ritual with a big Hail Satan.

The Prayer:

"In the Presence of the Almighty and All-Powerful Satan, His loyal Demons, our one and only family in the Gods. We humbly request your attention, we request your assistance, we request your guidance, your power and wisdom, now and for all eternity. Pour your blessings on us all, our loyal followers and dedicated followers, bonded by blood, shower us with your power and eulogies!

On this most important night, the Night which belongs to you, O Satan, our loyalty is tried and tested. Our Loyalty is true. We fight against your enemies, we need those who vaunt your name and the Name of your Demons. We antagonize their curses, reverse their benedictions, as today the long darkness gives in, for your spiritual light to return, so do our enemies collapse, and your Kingdom Arises!

Lord Satan, and our Loal Demons of Hell, on this Greatest Night, hear our request: assist us in the direction of this blessed energy on your dedicated people linked by bond of blood, and the whole Joy of Satan members, of all ranks and levels in accordance to your Will and Power, and Service!"

After this one can call into their Guardian Demon to help them guide the energy (Whether they know whom it is or not, do not stress over this, just do this mentally) and proceed with the runic vibrations.

The Runic Vibrations:

We will vibrate the following runes:

[The amount of vibrations can be either 10, or 40 both are equally effective, one can increase the numbers, but cannot fall to less than 10. The vibrations can be shorter and don't need to be perfect, they just to be vibrated and intended powerfully. After 40 times you can do it 60 vibrations, 80 vibrations, or 100 vibrations if one wants this]:

*This is to be done in succession - one does all the runes and then proceeds to the affirmation.

FeHu - 40 or 10 times. [FFFFFFFFFF-EEEEE-----HHHHHUUUUUUUUUUUU brief]
Sowilo - 40 or 10 times. [SSSSSSSSSS-CCCCCCCC-VVVVVVBBB-BBBBEEELLLEELLLL-LLLLLLL
Wunjo - 40 or 10 times. [VVVVVVVVV-EEEEEEE-NNNNNNNNN-EE-EEEEEEE]
Othila - 40 or 10 times. [CCCCCCCCC-DH-MAAAA-LLLLLLL]
Anuza - 10 times [AAAA-NINN-SSSS-UUUU-ZZZZ]

The Affirmation:

When one is done with the total of the vibrations, they can focus intensely on the energy, and then say the following affirmation: The following is to be affirmed 10 times. [Aum - Affirmation - Aum is one time. This has to be repeated 10 times.]

Vibrate AUM

"All the members of the Joy of Satan Ministries, Dedicated to Lord Satan by blood, advancing in this Spiritual Path, are now growing in material wealth and power, and are permanently protected and prosperous in all ways, NOW, CONTINUOUSLY, AND FOREVER!"

Vibrate AUM

After this the Ritual is to be closed with a big HAIL SATAN!